Ringtail E-Discovery Software Hosted by
H&A eDiscovery
®

The scale, speed and visual power of Ringtail 9 is now available in Canada hosted by H&A eDiscovery. Designed to
power Canadian legal teams that have the people and expertise to manage e-discovery projects but want a better way
to manage the software and infrastructure necessary to support their project requirements Ringtail hosted by H&A
eDiscovery dramatically expands the reach and capability of your organization.

H&A Discovery: Canada’s Premier Ringtail Hosting Partner
As a Premier Ringtail Hosting Partner, H&A eDiscovery is dedicated to helping legal professionals strategically identify, capture, review and produce all forms of digital evidence. Offering a full suite of forensic and e-discovery services
– from identification, preservation and collection to workflow consulting and project management – H&A staff are certified in both Ringtail Administration and Ringtail Analytics to help your team manage all facets of e-discovery quickly
and cost effectively.

The Power of Ringtail, The Convenience of the Cloud
With Ringtail hosted by H&A, e-discovery has never been faster or more accessible.
 Industry-leading software performance and speed provides unparalleled flexibility for handling both single and
multi-matter project demands.
 Easy-to-use interface powers case management, review workflows, and import and export tasks.
 Advanced visual analytics enable better workflows and more responsive project management.
Ringtail hosted by H&A provides users with:
Fast deployment: Delivered to law firms and corporations via a Web browser, legal teams can begin using the
software with no hardware to install.
Easy administration: Intuitive functionality for case
creation, user management, group administration, review
workflows and reporting.
Seamless upgrades: The optimized Ringtail H&A deployment model ensures that legal teams enjoy optimal
performance. Upgrades are delivered as new software
versions are released, ensuring that clients always have
access to the latest version of Ringtail to increase overall
review productivity.
Data privacy: All data center services and storage
remains under H&A’s control so clients can confidently
safeguard client data and adhere to data privacy
regulations.

Reduced hardware spend: Ringtail hosted by H&A
eliminates the capital expenditures associated with
procuring, installing and managing rapidly depreciating
hardware. It also removes the hidden costs associated
with troubleshooting server and storage issues. H&A
e-Discovery provides elastic computing resources and
manages services to help legal teams handle any-sized
matter.
Security: To address the security and legal concerns
of cloud computing, Ringtail is delivered to each client
via a hosted, secure data center in Canada that is fully
managed by H&A eDiscovery. And, each environment
is logically separated to ensure that data is private and
secure.
No “hidden” storage caps: Ringtail hosted by H&A was
designed to scale with you, not against you. Purpose-built
to handle the unexpected data volumes and complex
cases which can challenge any legal team, Ringtail gives
users the power, scalability and independence to manage
your projects.

RINGTAIL E-DISCOVERY SOFTWARE HOSTED BY H&A EDISCOVERY

E-Discovery Has Never Been Faster
Ringtail provides corporations and law firms with a
single, powerful e-discovery software solution for
matters large and small. With flexible workflows,
massive scalability, intelligent reuse of data, visual
document review and robust production, Ringtail
provides impressive document review and case
management capabilities to support a wide variety
of projects, from internal investigations to large
scale multi-party litigation. And with an easyto-use interface, Ringtail delivers a standout user
experience quickly.

Ringtail 9 combines the best of linear and visual review to enable rapid,
high quality document review rates

Self-Service Environment Optimized for Speed and Performance
Ringtail hosted by H&A eDiscovery delivers a true end-to-end solution for the entire legal team. H&A’s Ringtail certified administrators create and control all case management, data transfer, import/export, review and productions.
Our solutions provide corporate counsels and law firms with options based on their specific needs, infrastructure and
resource requirements, capacity and volume of cases – always taking into account the need to maximize the return of
their dollars. H&A ensures optimal hosting, tuning, optimization and performance of Ringtail – and provides elastic
computing resources when needed. In addition to these basics, Ringtail hosted by H&A includes:
 Set-up of a secure cloud environment and training
for Ringtail administrators.

 Flexible storage options for your data in a secure
cloud environment.

 Complete self-administration of cases, end-user
accounts and review functionality.

 An online customer self-service support portal.

 Secure file transfer to easily upload and
download data.
 The latest version of Ringtail and upgrades to all
subsequent releases during time of subscription.

 Live customer support during standard
business hours.
 Ability to choose add-on services including
ESI processing, machine language translation,
monitoring and technical assistance.

 99.99 % network availability.

Predictable Pricing Via an Affordable Subscription Model
Ringtail hosted by H&A delivers budget certainty with transparent and predictable pricing. The fully-integrated
solution results in increased productivity and reduces hidden e-discovery costs. Flexible pricing options are available
to fit every budget and size. To learn more about our service plans and schedule a demo visit us at:
http://www.haediscovery.com/demo/.

H&A is one of Canada’s leading independent e-discovery firms with over 15 years
of experience in providing integrated solutions that span electronic discovery and
computer forensics. We have offices in Toronto and Montreal. Our forensic experts
bring multi-faceted expertise, advanced digital forensics and eDiscovery skills
and a thorough understanding of litigation to provide our clients with unrivalled
strategic advantages.
For More Information
or to Schedule a Demo:

Toronto  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (437) 800-5577
Montreal  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (514) 600-4777
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